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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper K is a fixed algebraically closed field. Given a
 .finite poset i.e., partially ordered set J with the partial order U we
denote by max J the set of all maximal elements of J with respect to the
order U and we set Jys J _ max J. The poset J is said to be an r-peak
< <poset provided max J s r. Throughout this paper we suppose that J s
 4  41, . . . , n, p , . . . , p and max J s p , . . . , p . Without loss of generality1 r 1 r
we can assume that the partial order U in J is such that i U j implies
 4i F j in the natural order for all i, j g 1, . . . , n .
w x We recall from 18 that the category J-spr of peak J-spaces or socle
.projective representations of J over the field K is defined as follows. The
 .objects of J-spr are systems M s M of finite dimensional K-vectorj jg J
spaces M such thatj
M : M v s M[j p
pgmax J
 .  .for all j g J, p M s 0 for j Uu p g max J and p M : M for i $ j g J,p j j i j
p
X
j Xv vwhere p is the composed map M ª M ¨ M and p is[j jU pg max J p j
the direct summand projection. By a map f : M ª M9 in J-spr we mean a
v X v  . XK-linear map f : M ª M such that f M : M for all j g J. It is clearj j
that J-spr is an additive category with the finite unique decomposition
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property. The category J-spr is closed under extensions, direct sum and
summands, has Auslander]Reiten sequences, souce maps, and sink maps.
w xAn interpretation of J-spr in terms of partitioned matrices is given in 18 .
 .It is also shown there that the natural embedding r : J-spr ª mod KJsp
w xdefined in Lemma 2.6 of 18 is an equivalence of categories. Here KJ is
the incidence K-algebra of the poset J, that is, KJ is the K-subalgebra of
 . w xthe full J = J-matrix algebra M K , consisting of matrices l s l suchJ i j
that l s 0, provided i Uu j. For i U j we denote by e g KJ the matrixi j i j
having 1 at i-jth position and zeros elsewhere. Clearly the elements ei j
 .with i U j form a K-basis of KJ. The socle soc KJ of the right KJ-module
KJ is projective and the global dimension of the algebra KJ is finite see
w x.18 .
 .We denote by mod KJ the category of socle projective right KJ-sp
 .modules, that is, the full subcategory of mod KJ consisting of modules X
 .such that the socle soc X of X is projective and isomorphic to a direct
sum of copies of the right ideals e KJ, p g max J, where e is thep j
standard matrix idempotent e of KJ corresponding to the element j of J.j j
 w x.In the study of peak J-spaces the notion of prinjective modules see 13
 .is useful. Let us recall that a KJ-module X in mod KJ is called prinjec-
 .tive if the kernel of the projective cover P X ª X of X is a semisimple
 .projective KJ-module. We denote by prin KJ the full subcategory of
 . w xmod KJ consisting of all prinjective modules. It follows from 13 that the
 .  .categories prin KJ and mod KJ have Auslander]Reiten sequences,sp
source maps and sink maps. An interpretation of prinjective KJ-modules in
w xterms of partitioned matrices is given in 18 .
The poset J is said to be of tame prinjective type resp. finite, wild
.  .prinjective type if the category prin KJ is of tame representation type
 . w x resp. finite, wild representation type in the sense of 17, Section 14.4 see
w x.  .also 9, Section 2 . Similarly, we say that J is of linear resp. polynomial
 .growth if so is prin KJ .
w x  .It follows from 18, Proposition 2.15 that prin KJ is of tame represen-
 .tation type resp. polynomial growth if and only if J-spr is of tame
 .representation type resp. polynomial growth .
One-peak posets of tame prinjective type are characterized by Nazarova
 w x.see 10, 12, 17 . A class of two-peak posets of tame prinjective type is
w x Jcharacterized in 8 by means of the Tits quadratic form q : Z ª ZJ
associated with J, by describing a finite set of minimal posets of wild
prinjective type. A characterization of posets of tame prinjective type with
 w x.arbitrary number of peaks remains an open problem see 7, 8 .
In Sections 2 and 3, in a relation with this problem, we associate with
 .  .any poset J and a peak q g J a right socle projective algebra S KJ 2.6q
 .and a peak reduction functor 3.4
S : J-spr ª mod S KJ . 1.1 .  . .q sp q
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One of our main results of this paper is Theorem 3.3 which asserts that the
functor S is full, dense, and preserves and reflects tame representationq
type. It is shown in Section 4 that under a suitable assumption on J see
 .  . .   ..the conditions i ] iii in Definition 4.1 the category mod S KJ issp q
 .equivalent to the category S J-spr, where S J is the poset 4.3 with theq q
< < < <  .property max S J - max J see Proposition 4.5 . A special case of it isq
studied in details in Section 5. The composed functor
Sq
J-spr ª mod S KJ ( S J-spr 1.2 .  . .sp q q
w xis successfully applied in 9 for a characterization of two-peak thin posets
w xof tame prinjective type. Moreover, it is applied in 19 for the study of a
class of orders of tame lattice type.
The nature of the construction J ¬ S J is similar to the upper chainq
w xreduction I ¬ j I introduced in Section 5 of 16 and to the differentia-c
 w x.tion procedures of Nazarova-Roiter and Zavadskij see 2, 10, 12, 17, 22 .
wThroughout we shall use the notation introduced in 18; 6; 17, Section
x14.4 . In particular, given a prinjective KJ-module X the coordinate vector
 . Jof X is the vector cdn X g N defined by the formula
cdn X j s dim top X e if j f max J ; .  .  . .K j
s dim Xe if j g max J . 1.3 . .K j
Main results of this paper were presented at the International Confer-
ence on Representations of Algebras in Ottawa, August 1992.
 .2. THE PEAK-REFLECTION ALGEBRA S KJq
< <Let J be a finite poset such that max J G 2. Given an element i g J
we set
=  4i [ j g J ; j U i .
Let q g max J be a fixed peak of J. Then the incidence algebra KJ
defined in Section 1 has the following triangular form
A MA BKJ s , 2.1 . /0 B
=  = .where A s Kq , B s K J _ q , and M is the subspace of KJ generatedA B
by all elements e g KJ such that i g q=, j g J _ q=, and i U j. Thei j
A-B-bimodule structure on M is given by usual matrix multiplication.A B
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 X YRight KJ-modules X will be viewed as triples X s X , X , w : X 9 mA B A
Y . X YM ª X , where X is a right A-module, X is a right B-module, and wB B A B
is a B-module homomorphism.
 .The reflection functor S 1.2 will be defined by means of the imageq
K J , q s prin A m M 2.2 .  .B A B
 .  .  .  .of the category prin A under the functor y m M : mod A ª mod B .A B
The objects of K J , q are B-modules of the formB
< <y s y m M , 2.3 .B A B
 . J , q < < < < .where y is in prin A . The K-space K y , y9 of morphisms fromB BB
< < < X < < < < < < <y to y consists of all K-linear maps of the form f : y ª y9 ,B B B B B
< <  .where f s f m id and f g Hom y, y9 . The composition of mor-B M A
J , q  .phisms in K is induced by the composition in prin A . The categoryB
J , q J , q  .K together with the embedding functor K ¨ mod B is a B-moduledB B
w xcategory in the sense of 15 .
LEMMA 2.4. Let J, A, M , and B be as abo¨e, and assume that y is aA B
 .module in prin A :
 .  .a The A-projecti¨ e co¨er epimorphism « : P y ª y induces anA
, .isomorphism P y m M ª y m M .A A B A B
 . < <b The right B-module y s y m M is socle projecti¨ e.B A B
 .  .Proof. a It is easy to see that soc A is a two-sided ideal of A,A
 . t  .soc A ( e A for some t and e M s 0. Therefore soc A m M sA q q B A A B
 .0. Since soc A is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the simpleA
 .projective right ideal e A, and y is in prin A then Ker « is isomorphic toq
a direct sum of copies of e A. It follows that the left-hand term in theq
«m1 .  .exact sequence Ker « m M ª P y m M ª y m M ª 0 is zero.A B A A B A B
 .This proves a .
 .b It is easy to check that M is a socle projective B-module. ThenB
 .  .b is a consequence of a .
Throughout we fix a set
J , q < <ind K s y 2.5 4  . . ig= JBB i q
of pairwise nonisomorphic representatives of isomorphism classes of inde-
composable objects in K J , q and we suppose that every y is indecompos-B i
 .able in prin A . We define the q-peak reflection of KJ to be the algebra
E YE BS KJ s 2.6 .  .q  /0 B
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J , q  w x.associated with the B-moduled category K see 3.8 in 15 , whereB
J , q < < < <E s K y , y : E9 .[ B Bi , jg = J B i jq
J , q < < < <E9 s K y , y[ [B BB ig = J i ig = J i /q q
< <Y s y .[ BB ig = J iq
The multiplication in E is the restriction of the natural one in E9. Clearly,
Y has a natural structure of a left E-module. We note that in general EB
 .and S KJ have no identity element.q
 .LEMMA 2.7. The algebra S KJ is a right socle projecti¨ e algebra and theq
  ..simple direct summands of soc S KJ are isomorphic to direct summandsq
 .of soc B .B
 .Proof. Consider S KJ as a right module over itself and view it as aq
triple
E , Y [ B , f : E m Y ª Y [ B , .E B B E B B B
 .where the map f is given by the formula f e m y s ey. It is easy to see
that the map adjoint to f is a monomorphism. Hence we conclude that
 .  .  .any simple S KJ -submodule of S KJ is of the form 0, X , 0 , whereq q B
X is a simple B-module being a submodule of Y [ B. It follows fromB
 = .Lemma 2.4 that Y is a socle projective B-module. Since B s K J _ q ,B
then it is a right socle projective algebra and the lemma follows.
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let J be the two-peak poset
( ª ( ª )6 66 6
( ª ( ª q.
If we take q s ), then A s Kq= is the incidence algebra of the poset
1 3
( ª ( ª )66 p
( ª (
2 4
 .and B ( K. In order to determine the algebra S KJ we shall firstq
  ..  .describe the Auslander]Reiten quiver G prin A of the category prin A .
 .If we identify any indecomposable prinjective module X in prin A with its
coordinate vector cdn X then applying Theorem 11.80, Corollary 11.83
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w x   ..and Remark 11.87 in 17 we obtain that G prin A has the form
Here we use the exponential notation of coordinate vectors introduced in
w x  . I =17, 11.88 ; that is, the vector cdn X s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g N , I s q , is written1 m
in the form
cdn X s 1¨ 1 2¨ 2 ??? m¨ m ,
where we omit j¨ j if ¨ s 0 and we set j¨ j s j if ¨ s 1.j j
 .  .Note that X m M * ( Hom X , M* and the K-vector space M* sA A A
 .Hom M, K dual to M viewed as a right A-module is isomorphic toK
id
K ª K ª 0.66 p
K ª K
id
It follows that
Hom X , M* s 0 if cdn X s q , .A A A
2  4( K if cdn X g 34q , 12 q ,A
( K otherwise.
 . J , q < < < < .Note that dim Hom 34q, 12 q s 3 and dim K 34q , 12 q s 3.B BK A K B
Hence the indecomposable objects of the category K J , q correspond to theB
boldface marked vectors and a simple analysis of the Auslander]Reiten
  ..  .quiver G prin A shows that the algebra S KJ is isomorphic to theq
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bound quiver algebra of the quiver
bound by four zero relations marked by dotted lines, the mesh relation
a a q b b q g g q d d s 0 and two commutativity relations b a a1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 3 4
 w x.s b d d , g a a s g d d see the proof of Lemma 3.1 in 19 . The2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4
  ..  w x.study of the category mod S KJ reduces see Section 17.4 in 17 tosp q
the study of a schurian vector space category given by the subpattern
n y 2Ä .  w x.of the pattern D , in the sense of Ringel see 14, p. 255 , andn n y 2
wtherefore is of tame representation type. It is also shown in 21, Theorem
x  .5.2 that the poset J and the algebra S KJ are of tame prinjective typeq
and of nonpolynomial growth.
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The following lemma is useful for determining the category K J , q andB
 .  4 = =the algebra S KJ in case max J s ), q and ) l q is a chain.q
LEMMA 2.9. Assume that J is a poset and ), q are maximal elements of J
such that the poset
= =  4C [ ) l q s c ª c ª ??? ª c s c1 2 m
= =  4is a chain, and the set ) l p is empty for all p g max J _ ), q . Let y
 = .and y9 be two indecomposable modules in prin Kq , where q s ):
 . m  . .a dim y m Me s dim ye s  cdn y c and y m Me sK A q K c js1 j A p
 40 for all p g max J _ ), q .
 .b The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 . < <i y s y m M / 0,B A B
 . < <ii y e s y m Me / 0,B q A q
 .iii ye / 0,c
 . m   .. .iv  cdn y c / 0.js1 j
 .c The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  < < .i dim y e s 1,K q
 .  < < .  < < . = =ii dim y e s 1 and dim y e F 1, for all j g q _ ) ,K q K j
 . <  m .iii the restriction y [ y  e of y to C is an indecompos-C is1 ci
able projecti¨ e KC-module.
 . < < < <d I f d im y e s 1 an d d im y 9 e s 1 , th enK q K q
J , q < < < < . < < < <dim K y , y9 F 1 and any nonzero morphism f : y ª y9 is aB B B BK B
monomorphism.
 .  .Proof. a If y ( e KJ then a follows trivially. Otherwise considerq
 .  .the A-projective cover P y of y and note that P y s [A A i$ q
 .cdn y . i.  .  .e A . By Lemma 2.4, a y m Me ( P y m Me ( [i A p A A p i$ q
 .cdn y . i.e Me . Since e Me ( K if i $ p and e Me s 0 otherwise, thei p i p i p
 .statement a follows.
 .  .b It follows from Lemma 2.4 b that the right B-module y m MA B
is socle projective. By our assumption, the B-socle of y m M is y mA B A
Me . It follows that y m M is nonzero if and only if y m Me isq A B A q
 .  .  .nonzero. Thus a implies that the conditions i ] iv are equivalent.
 .  .c is an immediate consequence of a .
 .  . < <d It follows from Lemma 2.4 b that the right B-modules y andB
< <  .y9 are socle projective. By the second statement in a the K-linearB
< < < <  = = .spaces y e and y9 e are zero for any j g J _ ) j q . It follows thatj j
< < < < = =dim y e F 1 and dim y9 e F 1 for any s g q _ ) . Hence we easilyK s K s
J , q < < < < .conclude that the restriction K-linear map K y , y9 ªB BB
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 < < < < .Hom y e , y9 e , f ¬ fe , is injective. Moreover, it is easy to see thatK q q q
 .f is a monomorphism if and only if so is fe . Hence d follows.q
3. THE PEAK-REDUCTION FUNCTOR Sq
Given a poset J and an element q g max J we consider the full
 .prin  .subcategory mod KJ of mod KJ consisting of all modules X ssp
 X Y . X  . Y  .X , X , f such that X is in prin A and X is in mod B . ConsiderA B A B sp
the adjustment functor
Q : mod KJ ª mod KJ ( J-spr, 3.1 .  .  .sp
X Y Y Ä .  .ydefined by the formula Q Z , Z , c s Im c , Z , c , whereK J K max J K max J
Ä c is the map adjoint to c and c is adjoint to the natural inclusion see
w x.18, 15 . Here we view the algebra KJ as
KJy Ke[ i$ pg max J i p . /0 K max J
This functor induces a full dense functor which we will denote by the
.same letter
Q : modprin KJ ª J-spr. .sp
We define the diagram of categories and functors
Q Fprin J , qJ-spr ¤ mod KJ ª V K .  .sp sp B
Ãx S x vq q 3.2 .
Qq
prmod S KJ ¤ mod S KJ .  . .  .sp q sp q
 J , q.as follows. By V K we denote the category consisting of all triplessp B
 . J , q  .X , U , t , where X g K , U g mod B , and t: X ª U is a B-B B B B B sp B B
 .  X X .  J , q.homomorphism. A morphism from X , U , t to X , U , t9 in V KB B B B sp B
 . J , q X . Xis a pair f s f , f , where f g K X , X and f : U ª U is a B-1 2 1 B B B 2 B B
pr   ..homomorphism such that f t s t9 f . We define mod S KJ to be the2 1 sp q
  ..  X Y .full subcategory of mod S KJ consisting of all objects X s X , X , cq E B
X Y  .such that X is a projective E-module and X g mod B . The functorsE B sp
are given by the formulae
F X X , X Y , f s X X m M , X Y , f , .  .A B A B B
J , q Äv X , U , t s K Y , X , U , t , .  . .q B B B B B
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«X tJ , q . Äwhere t is the composed map K Y, X m Y ª X ª U and « f mB B E B B X
.  .y s f y . It is easy to check that « is an isomorphism. The functor QX q
X Y X Y XÃ Ã Ã .  . is defined by the formula Q Z , Z , c s Z , Z , c , where Z s Im c :q E B E B E
X Y Ã ..Z ª Hom Y , Z , c is the map adjoint to c and c is the map adjointE B B B
ÃX Y Ã .to the embedding Z ª Hom Y , Z . We define the functor S to beE B B B q
the composition Q (v (F.q q
THEOREM 3.3. Let J be a poset and q a maximal element of J:
Ã .a The functors S and Q are full and dense.q
= Ã . w  . .  4x w .b Ker Q s e Arsoc e A , 0, 0 ; j g q _ q , Ker S s X, 0, 0 ;j j q
Ã .xX g prin A and S induces a unique full and dense functorq
S : J-spr ª mod S KJ 3.4 .  . .q sp q
Ã = . wcalled a peak reduction functor such that S s S (Q and Ker S s q -q q q
x w xspr : J-spr. Here gi¨ en a subcategory N of J-spr we denote by N the ideal
in the category J-spr generated by all homorphisms in the category N.
 . =c Assume that the category q -spr is of finite representation type. Then
the functor S preser¨ es and reflects tame representation type; that is, theq
category J-spr is of tame representation type if and only if so is the category
  ..mod S KJ .sp q
Proof. It follows immediately from the definitions that the functor F is
full and dense. Using standard vector space category arguments given in
w xSection 17 of 17 one can show that the functor v is an equivalence ofq
categories. The fullness and the density of Q and Q can be proved byq
w xarguments similar to those used in 13 . For the proof of the density of Qq
X Y .   ..we note that if Z , Z , f is a module in mod S KJ then the map f :E B sp q
 .Z9 ª Hom Y, Z0 is a monomorphism. It is easy to see that the kernel ofB
Ã prin .the composed functor S is the ideal in mod KJ consisting of allq sp
homomorphisms having a factorization through modules of the form
Ã .  .X , 0, 0 , where X is in prin A . Thus Ker Q : Ker S . In order toA A q
 .  .finish the proof of the statements a and b it is enough to show that
Ã = prinw x  .Ker S rKer Q ( q -spr . Indeed, the full functor Q: mod KJ ª J-sprq sp
Ã =w xinduces a surjection Q9: Ker S ª q -spr with the kernel equal to Ker Q.q
 .  .c The proof of the statement c is similar to that one of Theorem
w x3.10 in 5 . For the convenience of the reader we sketch the main
w xarguments. We use the notation introduced in 9, Section 2 .
w xA slight modification of the proof of Lemma 3.8 in 5 shows that the
prin .category J-spr is of tame representation type if and only if so is mod KJ ,sp
  ..and mod S KJ is of tame representation type if and only if so issp q
pr   ..mod S KJ .sp q
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 X Y . w xAssume that N s N N , C is a K t -KJ-bimodule suchK w t x K J K w t x A, K w t x B
 w x  .. prin .that K t r t y l m N is in mod KJ for infinitely many ele-K w t x K J sp
 .ments l g K. Since prin A is of finite type it follows that for an infinite
 w x  .. Xnumber of elements l g K the A-module K t r t y l m N isK w t x A
X  . w xisomorphic to a fixed X in prin A . By 5, Lemma 3.1 we conclude thatA
w xup to a localization with respect to a nonzero polynomial h g K t the
X w x Xbimodule N is isomorphic to a bimodule of the form K t m X andK w t x A K A
then N is isomorphic toK w t x K J
w x X Y w x X YK t m X , N , C : K t m X m M ª N , .K A B K A B B
X w x  .where X is a prinjective A-module. Let us define the K t -S KJ -A q
YJ , q w x  < < . .bimodule N as a triple N s K t m K Y, X 9 , N , C , where C sBK B B
 . J , q < < . < <C( 1 m « , « : K Y, X 9 m Y ª X 9 is the natural isomor-B B< X 9 < < X 9 < B EB B
< < J , qphism and X 9 s X 9 m M is an object of the category K . One canB A B B
check that for all but a finite number of elements l g K there exists an
isomorphism
w x w xv (F K t r t y l m N ( K t r t y l m N . .  . .  . .  .q K w t x K J K w t x K S Jq
prin .In this way we lower parametrizing families from mod KJ tosp
pr   ..  w x.mod S KJ see 20, Definition 6.9 and we prove that tameness of thesp q
first of these categories implies tameness of the second one. The proof of
 w xthe converse implication uses arguments of the similar kind see 5 for
.details .
 w x.The proof above yields compare with 5, Corollary 3.11 .
COROLLARY 3.5. Let J be a poset and q a maximal element of J such that
the category q=-spr is of finite representation type. Then the category J-spr is of
  ..polynomial growth if and only if the category mod S KJ is of polynomialsp q
growth.
 .Remark 3.6. One can lift the peak reduction functor 3.4 to a peak
Ä  .   ..reduction functor S : prin KJ ª prin S KJ by defining it in a similarq q
way as in Theorem 3.3. The referee has pointed out that our lifting peak
Äreduction functor S can be obtained by applying the subbimodule reduc-q
w xtion introduced in 1 . He also gave us an idea of the alternative construc-
 .tion. It seems to us that this is really the case see Note added in proof .
However, we prefer our construction being in spirit of the upper chain
w xreduction I ¬ j I introduced in 16 and in spirit of the differentiationc
 w x.procedures of Nazarova-Roiter and Zavadskij see 2, 17 .
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4. WHEN IS A PEAK-REFLECTION ALGEBRA AN
INCIDENCE ALGEBRA OF A POSET?
In this section we are interested in the case when the poset J has a peak
 .q such that the q-peak reflection algebra S KJ is the incidence algebraq
of some poset J9. For this purpose we introduce the following definition
 w x w x.compare with Definition 3.1 in 16 and Definition 17.7 in 17 . We use
the notation introduced in Section 2.
J , q  .DEFINITION 4.1. The category K 2.2 associated with the poset JB
with respect to a peak q of J is said to be of finite poset type if the
following conditions are satisfied:
 .i The number of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable
objects of K J , q is finite.B
 .  < < . < < J , qii dim y e F 1 for any indecomposable object y of K andBK j B
any element j g J _ q=.
 . < < < < J , qiii For any pair of indecomposable objects y and y9 of K ,B B B
 J , q < < < < .. J , q < < < < .dim K y , y9 F 1 and if the space K y , y9 is nonzero itB B B BK B B
is generated by a B-monomorphism.
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that J is a poset and p, q are maximal elements of J
such that the poset
= =  4C [ p l q s c ª c ª ??? ª c s c1 2 m
= =  .  4is a chain, and the set q l r is empty for all r g max J _ p, q . Then the
 .  .two conditions ii and iii in Definition 4.1 can be replaced by the following
condition:
 .  < < . < < J , qii9 dim y e F 1 for any indecomposable object y of K .BK p B
 .  .  .Proof. It is clear that ii implies ii9 . By applying Lemma 2.9 d we
 .  .  .show that ii and iii follow from ii9 .
Assume that the category K J , q is of finite poset type and letB
J , q < <ind K s y 4 . ig= JBB i q
be the set of representatives of isomorphism classes of indecomposable
J , q  .  . w xobjects of K . Following an idea in 3.1 ] 3.3 of 16 we define theB
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q-reflection poset S J associated to J follows. We setq
S J s = J j J _ q= 4.3 . .q q
and we define the partial order in S J to be the extension of the partialq
order in J _ q= by adding the following new relations:
 . J , q < < < < .a i U i9 if i, i9 g = J and K y , y / 0,B Bq B i9 i
 . = < <b i U j if i g = J, j g J _ q and y e / 0.q i j
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let J be the following two-peak poset
1 2 ( (
x o q x o x q
3 4 5 (
o x q o x
) q
2
= =Set q s ) and note that C s ) l q is the chain x in J. In order to
5
determine the poset S J we shall first describe the Auslander-Reitenq
  = ..  = .quiver G prin Kq of the category prin Kq . If we identify prinjective
 = .modules X in prin Kq with their coordinate vectors cdn X then by
w xapplying Theorem 11.80, Corollary 11.83, and Remark 11.87 in 17 we
  = ..obtain that G prin Kq has the form
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Here we use the exponential notation of coordinate vectors see Example
.2.8 above . It follows from Lemma 2.9 that the coordinate vectors of
 = . < < J , qmodules y in prin Kq such that y is a nonzero object of K areB B
precisely those marked by bold face characters, the category K J , q is ofB
poset type and the corresponding poset S J has the shapeq
where the solid vertices correspond to the indecomposable objects of K J , q.B
PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume that J is a poset and q g max J is a peak such
J , q  .that the category K 2.2 defined with respect to q is of finite poset type. TheB
 .set S J equipped with the relation U defined in 4.3 has the followingq
properties:
 .a S J is a finite poset.q
 . < < < <b max S J - max J .q
 .c There exists an algebra isomorphism
KS J ( S KJ . 4.6 .  .q q
Proof. By our assumption the set S J is finite. We shall show that theq
relation U defined above is a partial order relation. Assume that i U j
and j U i in S J. If one of the elements i, j belongs to J _ q= then bothq
elements i, j belong to J _ q= and i s j. Suppose now that i, j g = J. Letq
< < < < < < < < < < < < J , qf : y ª y , g : y ª y be nonzero morphisms in K .B B B B B Bi j j i B
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 .Hence, in view of the condition iii of the Definition 4.1, we conclude that
< < < < J , qf and g are isomorphsms in K and then i s j. In order to proveB B B
the transitivity assume that i, j, t g S J and i U j, j U t. If i, j, t g J _ q=,q
= < <then obviously i U t. If i g = J and j, t g J _ q , then y e / 0 andq i j
< < < <y e / 0, because of Lemma 2.4 and the fact that y is a socleBi t i
projective module and j U t. In case i, j g = J and t g J _ q= the relationq
i U t follows from the fact that the existence of a monomorphism f :
< < < < < < < <y ª y and y e / 0 yields y e / 0. Finally, if i, j, t g = J theB Bj i j t i t q
relation i U t follows from the fact that the composition of two nonzero
monomorphisms is nonzero.
 .  .The statement b is obvious. Since c follows directly from the defini-
 .tions of the poset S J and the algebra S KJ the proof is complete.q q
The following corollary is a consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Proposi-
tion 4.5.
COROLLARY 4.7. Suppose that the category K J , q defined with respect to aB
 .peak q g max J is of finite poset type. Then the functor S 3.4 induces a fullq
dense functor
S : J-spr ª S J-spr 4.8 .q q
w = xsuch that Ker S s q -spr , that is, S ¨anishes on a morphism f : M ª M9q q
 . =in J-spr if and only if f M s 0 for all p g max J _ q .p
Under the assumptions on J made in Lemma 4.2 we can give an
alternative description of the poset S J, which does not involve theq
category K J , q implicitly. For this purpose we consider the posetB
SX J s ind J j J _ q= , 4.9 .  . .q q , c
 .where ind J is a fixed set of representatives of the isomorphism classesq, c
of indecomposable prinjective Kq=-modules y such that ye / 0 and thec
partial order relation U in SX J is generated by the following relations:q
 . =q1 i U j, if i, j g J _ q and i U j in J,
 .  . =q2 x U j, if x g ind J , j g J _ q , and xe / 0 for some c gq, c c ll
C l j=,
 .  . =q3 x U y, if x, y g ind J and there exists a Kq -homomor-q, c
phism f : y ª x such that the restriction fe : ye ª xe of f to ye isc c c c
nonzero.
By a simple analysis of the category K J , q we get the following.B
COROLLARY 4.10. Assume that J, p, q, C satisfy the assumptions of
Lemma 4.2, the subposet q= of J is of finite prinjecti¨ e type and dim ye s 1K c
 .for any y g ind J . Thenq, c
 . J , qa the category K is of finite poset type, andB
 .  . X  .b the poset S J defined in 4.3 is isomorphic to the poset S J 4.9 .q q
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5. PEAK-REDUCIBLE POSETS
w xLet us start by recalling from 6 the notion of a peak reducible poset.
< <DEFINITION 5.1. If J is a poset with max J G 2 and q g max J, then
we call q a reducible peak if there exists an element c g J such that
 . =  = .i The set q l D p consists of the element c.q / pg max J
 .ii There is no element t g J such that c $ t $ q.
 . =  4iii The subposet J [ q _ c, q of J is linearly ordered or it isq
empty.
We say that J is a peak-reducible poset if there exists a reducible peak in
J; otherwise J is said to be peak-irreducible.
 .If q g J is a reducible peak, we associate to J a q-reflection poset S Jq
 4defined as follows: We assume that J s b $ b $ ??? $ b and we setq 1 2 m
 4 =S J s c, b cq , . . . , b cq , cq j J _ q , 5.2 .  . .q 1 m
 .where b cq, b cq, . . . , b cq, cq are new points. The partial order in S J1 2 m q
is generated by the partial order U in J _ q= and the following relations:
 .i c $ b cq $ ??? $ b cq $ cq;1 m
 . =ii cq $ i, if c $ i in J and i g J _ q .
 .The construction J ¬ S J can be visualized by the following picture:q
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 .=  .The points c, b cq, and cq in the chain cq of S J correspond to thej q
0  .  .  .indecomposable modules P s e Trsoc e T , P s e T [ e T r x, x ;c c c b c c bj j
 .4 =x g soc e T , j s 1, . . . , m, and P s e T , respectively, where T s Kq .c c c
Note that cdn P 0 s c, cdn P s b cq, and cdn P s cq in the exponen-c b c j cj
 .tial notation see Example 2.8 .
From now on J is a peak-reducible poset with a reducible peak q and
the element c g C is as in Definition 5.1.
The following lemma follows easily from the well-known representation
= theory of the poset q see Corollary 4.10 above and Corollary 8.4 and
w x.Lemma 11.38 in 17 .
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that J is a peak-reducible poset with a reducible peak
J , q  .q g max J. Then the category K is of finite poset type and the poset S JB q
 .  .5.2 is isomorphic to the poset S J 4.3 .q
In the case J is a peak-reducible poset we shall give another and more
explicit description of the functor S . For this purpose we assume that q isq
a reducible peak of J and the element c g C is as in Definition 5.1. Given
 .a peak J-space M s M we setj jg J
M v s M : M v s M .[ [q p p
 .  4. pgmax Jpg max J _ q
We denote by f q, c: M ª M v and c q, c: M ª M the compositions ofM c q M c q
the inclusion M : M v with the canonical projections M v ª M v andc q
M v ª M , respectively.q
 .We define the pair of functors see Lemma 5.3
Fq
J-spr ¡ S J -spr ( S J-spr 5.4 .  .q q
Gq
 .  .as follows. If M s M is a peak J-space then we set F M sj jg J q
Ã .M , wherei ig S  J .q
Ã =M s M if i g J _ q ,i i
s f q , c M if i s cq , .M c
y1q , c q , cs f c M if i s bcq, b g J , . . .M M b q
y1q , c q , cs f c 0 if i s c. . . .M M
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 .  .  .  .Given a peak S J -space N s N we define G N s Nq i ig S  J . q j jg Jq
by the following formulae:
=N s N if j g J _ q ,j j
s N if j s c,cq
s N rN if j s q ,cq c
s N rN if j s b g J .bcq c q
The functors F and G are defined on morphisms in a natural way.q q
The following theorem explains the relations between the above con-
structions and the peak reduction functor S .q
THEOREM 5.5. Let J be a peak-reducible poset with a reducible peak q:
 .  .i There is a poset isomorphism S J ( S J and the functors S , F :q q q q
w = xJ-spr ª S J-spr are naturally equi¨ alent. In particular Ker F s q -spr ,q q
that is, F ¨anishes on a morphism f : M ª M9 in J-spr if and only ifq
 . =f M s 0 for all p g max J _ q .p
 .  .ii If J-spr is the full subcategory of J-spr formed by objects ha¨ingq
no nonzero summands from q=-spr then the functor G and the restriction FXq q
 .of the functor F to J-spr induce equi¨ alences of categoriesq q
FXq
J-spr ¡ S J-spr 5.6 .  .q qXGq
in¨erse to each other.
 . X  .iii The functors G : S J-spr ª J-spr and F : J-spr ª S J-spr areq q q q q
exact.
 .  .Proof. i Take an object X s X in J-spr, and identify it with aj jg J
 X Y .KJ-module viewed as a triple X s X , X , j . In order to define aA B
ÃX Y Ã .  .  . natural isomorphism S X ( F X we view S X as a triple Z , X , j :q q q E B
X Y X Y YÃ .  .  .Z m Y ª X and F X as a triple X , X , j : X 9 m Y ª X . WeE B B q E B E B B
 .recall from 2.6 that
E YE BS KJ s , .q  /0 B
< < J , q < < < < .  J , q.where Y s y , E s K y , y , ind K s[ [B B BB ig = J i i, jg = J B i j Bq q
 < < 4  .y , and y is an indecomposable module in prin A for anyBi ig = J iq
XÃ . i g = J see 2.5 . The E-module Z is defined to be the image Im c :q E
YJ , q < < .  ..K Y, X 9 ª Hom Y , X of the map c adjoint to the map c :BB B B B
J , q < < . < <  .K Y, X 9 m Y ª X 0 induced by j : X 9 ª X 0 see 3.2 .B BB E
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J , q < < .First we define an E-module homomorphism s : K Y, X 9 ª X 9BB
< < J , q < < .as follows. Take a morphism f s f m 1 in K Y, X 9 , whereB BB
f : y ª X 9 is an A-module homomorphism. Note that for any[ ig = J iq
i g = J the vector space y e is one dimensional. Find basis elementsq i c
 < < .  q, c  ...x g y e such that the map s defined by s f s f f xBi i c i ig = JX q
X XÃinduces a natural E-module isomorphism s : Z ª X . Moreover, theE E
X Y X YÄ .  .  .pair s , 1 : Z , X , j ª X , X , j yields the required isomorphismX 0 E B
 .  .  .S X ª F X . This finishes the proof of i .q q
 .  .Let us sketch the proof of ii . Take M s M g J-spr and leti ig J
q, c q, c   ..F s f , C s c be the linear maps in the definition of F see 5.4 .M M q
The crucial observation is that M has no nonzero direct summand from
q=-spr if and only if F is a monomorphism and C is an epimorphism.
Then for any subspace V : M there is a natural isomorphism V (q
 y1 .  y1 ..  .F C V rF C 0 . Moreover, F M ( M . Now from definitions ofc c
 .F and G easily follows that there is a natural isomorphism G F M ( M.q q q q
 .The existence of a natural isomorphism F G N ( N for peak S J-spacesq q q
N follows by the same kind of arguments.
 .The statement iii follows by applying the Snake lemma and a simple
analysis of dimensions of involved vector spaces.
w  .xLet q be a reducible peak of a poset J. Following 6, 4.4 we define two
Z-linear maps
syq
S J JqZ ¡ Z 5.7 .
qsq
by the formulae
sy ¨ j s ¨ j if j g J _ q= , .  .  .q
s ¨ c q ¨ cq q ¨ b cq q ??? q¨ b cq if j s c, .  .  .  .1 m
s ¨ jcq if j g J , . q
s ¨ cq q ¨ b cq q ??? q¨ b cq if j s q , .  .  .1 m
sq w i s w i if i g J _ q= , .  .  .q
s w q y w b y ??? yw b if i s cq , .  .  .1 m
s w b if i s bcq, b g J , . q
s w c y w q if i s c, .  .
where ¨ g ZSq J and w g Z J. Here we keep the notation introduced in
Definition 5.1.
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PROPOSITION 5.8. Let J be a peak-reducible poset with a reducible peak q,
and let q : Z J ª Z be the Tits quadratic form of the poset J defined by theJ
formula
q x s x 2 q x x y x x .    J i i j i p /
igJ i$j pgmax J i$p
jgJ_max J
 w x.see 6 . Then the following statements hold:
 . y qa The Z-linear maps s and s are in¨ertible and in¨erse to eachq q
other.
 . Sq J  .  y ..b For any ¨ g Z the equality q ¨ s q s ¨ holds.S J J qq
 .c The Tits form q is weakly non-negati¨ e if and only if so is q :J S Jq
ZSq J ª Z.
 .  .d If J-spr is the full subcategory of J-spr formed by the objectsq
without nonzero summands from q=-spr : J-spr and FX , GX are the functorsq q
 .5.6 , then the diagrams
GX FXq q
S J-spr ª J-spr ª S J-spr . qq q
, ,
x cdn x cdn x cdn
y qs sq q
S J J S Jq qZ ª Z ª Z
are commutati¨ e.
 .  .Proof. For the proof of the statements a ] c we refer to Proposition
w x  .4.5 in 6 , whereas d follows from the definition of the map cdn and from
Theorem 5.5 by direct calculations. We leave it to the reader.
An application of the peak reduction functor in the study of thin
w xtwo-peak posets of tame prinjective type is given in 9 .
 .Remarks 5.9. a A technique called ``bending an arm,'' which is close
w xin spirit to our peak reduction functor, is applied in 3 in the study of an
endomorphism ring problem for peak I-spaces of infinite prinjective type.
 .b It would be interesting to give an interpretation of the peak
reduction functor by means of the corresponding unit quadratic forms see
w x.v. Hohne 4 .È
 .c We do not know if our peak reduction functor has an interpreta-
w xtion by means of the reduction algorithm introduced in 11 .
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Note added in proof. Following a suggestion and an idea of the referee of this paper one
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 .  .reduction functor 3.4 see Remark 3.6 by applying the subbimodule reduction introduced in
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reduction functor and tame prinjective type,'' Bull Pol. Acad. Sci., Math., Vol. 45, No. 1, 1997.
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